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'* This paper is a revised version of my draft report (75 pages) that has been
submitted to the Australian O.wemment through the Asia Education
Foundation. This version presented at the National Strategic Conference 2009
(UNSW, 19-21 November 2009) has been produced for academic purposes with
permissions. For full details, please refer to the report (to be) published in
December 2009 under the same title.
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such as the 'Garnaut Report' (Anstralia and Northeast Asian Ascendancy,

1. Introduction

1989). With recommendations from these policy documents and
·nlis paper is the outcome of resemch undertaken to investigate the

reports, a series of Korean curriculum and syllabus docmnents were

current state and issues of Korean language programs in AustraJian

developed through the National Korean Curriculum Project which

schools in relation to the Govenlment's National Ac;ian Languages and

started initially in the

Studies in Schools Program (NALSSI'),l) The research was motivated

transferred to NSW (Board of Studies) in the early 1990s. During the

by a rationale that key stakeholders (education systems, principals,

early to mid 19908, Australian schools began teaching Korean in NSW

teachers, parents and students)

and the ACr, then in Victmia (VIC) By the mid 1990s a number of

require specific information and

Australian Capital Territory (ACT), then

baseline data on the current status of Korean language in Australian

significant curriculum and delivery projects such as Korean

schools if the NAlSSP target of doubling the number of Year 12

Teclllwlogy (NSW Department of Education) wen, undertaken while

students undertaking Korean language by 2020 is to be achieved, 'Ihe

tertiary

research was also influenced by the work undertaken in 2008 by Or

organisations such as the National Korean Studies Centre (defunct

Jane Orton (Orton, 2008) to report on lhe current state of 01inese

after 5 years of operation). After over 15 years of various developn1ent

Language Education in Australian Schools and the findings and

stages from the early 19908 to the mid 200'Js, summarised as

reconunelh.1ations that this report generated.

'honeymoon, adjustment and the fight-for-survival' periods (Shin s..C

While

many

of

the

issues

bindering

Korean

language

aTe

well-known and shared by other languages, these issues have been
documented in other research projects. 'Ihis paperhighlights issues

and

secondary

Korean

programs

were

supported

USl11g

by

2006), the current state of Korean language in schools gives cause for

[

COnC€l11.

Data shows that Korean is ranked 141h in tenns of the

number of enrolments inlanguage courses in Australian schools. The

particularly pertinent to Ehe study of Kmean and provides strategies

total number oI students stndying Korean is very low (4,000 students,

specific to Korean,

or 0.1 % of all Australian school students, 2(09). Much work needs to

It was onty in the late 1980s that Korean started to gain recognition

be done to adclress what is hindering the advancement of Korean in

in Aush'alian language policy documents such as Natiollal Policy on

mainstream Australian schools. 'Ille Government's NALSSP initiative

Languages (to Bianco, 1987) and New South Wales (NSW) State

has presented an excellent opportunity for Korean to renew and

Ilmgullge Policy (MWI' 1988), and governmenkommissioned reports

redirect its status by expanding quality educational programs to new
schools while nurturing and providing support to existing Korean

1) The Australian C-:;Overnwcnt has committed funding of $62.4 million over four
years (2008-09 to 2011-12) for the NALSSP to significantly inuease the number
of Australian students learning key A'iiafl languages (01inese, Indonesian,
Japanese and Korean).

language programs.
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2. Aim and Methud

strengthening Korean as a sustainable program

111e aim of this paper is to provide an evidence-based analysis of
issues from which stakeholders can draw on as they work towards

practices and programs that result in more students lmdertaking and
continuing Korean to Year 12. TI1e following specific objectives are
addressed: I) Present, analyse and discuss the latest available statistical
inforrnation on Korean language study in schools (schools, teachers
and students); 2) Describe factors that support or strengthen Korean
language programs in schools; 3) Describe factors arlll issues that limit
or hinder the success of Korean language programs in schools; 4)
Provide case studies to identify exemplary or promising practices in
Korean language education; and 5) Offer support strategies specific to
Korean language education in the cunent education environment.

evaluation reports, relevant Australian and intelnational research on
Korean language education, policy statelllents, curriculum and syllabus

documents, units of work, guidelines and resource m2terials; 2) Gather
nature of schools, students and teachers

~

the number and

- through correspondence,

meeting in person or public sources such as website information 3)

Carry out interviews with representatives from state and territory
education systems, principals, Korean teachers associations, academics

and other representatives from the Korean community to identify
issues or factors that promote and hinder success

In

the Korean

language; 4) Further examine some cases of exemplary or promising
practices in Korean language education in depth; and 5) Develop
strategies

and

lnodels

specific

to

Korean

and

may

assist

There are relatively little in the literature about the teaching of
Korean in Australian primary and secondary schools, and the literature
currently available includes Buzo, A. Dalto11, B. M. & Wood, C (1995),
NALSAS Taskforce (1998), Shin, G-H. and Suh, CS. (2002), Shin, S-C
and Baik (2002), Shin, S-c. (2002, 2006, 2008), and Suh, H. (2004). This
literature review k1Cuses on some selective studies in relation to the
issues concerning the teaching of Korean in Australian primary and

secondary schools, as well as similar issnes in the USA.
111e NALSAS Taskforce (1998) identifies factors 1V0rking against
priInary and secondary Korean programs, such as ftmding restrictions,

To undertake the research, five steps were taken: 1) Review recent

statistical data to lmderstand the uptake of Korean

3. Literature Review

in

limited pool of teacher availability, background teachers' teaching style,
lack of appropriate classroom resources, lack of relevance to students,
absence

of appropriate courses for

specific

groups

of students

andcornpeting pIiorities such as time and subject choices. It also points
out that the Korean programs based on technology (Korean using

Technology)

make them vulnerable and are questionable for the

long-term sustainabiHty since such programs carry significant resource

and infrastructure implications. Other important issues the study raises
irrlude a lack of promotional activities, a lack of continnity from
feeder schools and tensions between background and

non~background

speakers of Korean. Erebus C.TPT (2oo2b) finds U1at Korean has been
small in enrohnent numbers and growth over nIne nationally, and

warns implicitly that Korean needs to attain sufficient critical mass to

180 Seong-Chul Shin

be self-sustaining if it
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IS

to retain focused national support.

lee (2003) examines the teaching of foreign languages in secondary

In his key note address, a former Ambassador to Korea Mack

schools in the US with particular reference to the US Korean

Willial1ls (2002) maintains that the images of Korea in the Australian

Language Pilot Flagship program, mandated by the American National

mass 111edia (and' vice versa) tend to be dOlninated by negative

Flagship

connotations but this has slowly improved with the emergence of

"Professional Working Proficiency". Lee estin"tes that a minimum of

nlore positive images in both countries due to a significant increase in

1,320 hours (or

human interaction, the impact of Korean brand leaders in the

required for average students to reach that level of proficiency, and

Australian market and a generational change. At the san'e time

argues that the level of proficiency is not achievable "ithin the

Williams recognises there are more challenges al1ead to correct the

secondary curriculmTI.

stereotyped picture that still exists in the image of each conntry,

promote the teaching of Korean to non-Koreilll background students,

suggesting that education should play a major role for this and the

argues that the secondary Korean programs are more realistic, effective

prime targets should be the young generations of both countries.

and beneficia! when they focus on the large pool of Korean heritage

Language

n

Initiative

aimed

to

produce

speakers

with

years of study based on 4 hours per week) are

Loc, while recognising

us.

the importance to

Shin, S-C.and Baik (2002) presents findings of a survey study on

studerits who have already reached a considerable level of proficiency,

Kore,m teacher training needs. The key findings are: 1) non-Korean

especially at receptive skills. In relation with the benefits of learning

teachers are more interested in language training progranls to improve

Korean, 50hn (2005) lists six types of benefits that Korean heritage

their Korean language skills, while Korean native speaker teachers are

students will gain

more interested in teaching methodologies and resource development;

communities; confidence in identity issues; individual cornpetitiveness;

2) a graduate diploma or certificale program that can be offered as an

acadernic performance; pwfkiency attainment; and career opportunities.

ongoing in-service progran1 to refresh the teachers'knowledge of

As srrategies to advance Korean language education in Australia,

language teaching methodologies and to upgrade their qualifications is

Shin, ~rC (2006) n\:1kes recoDIHwndations in eight areas, including: the

lTIore desIrable; 3) given a number of restrictions such as time and

necessity to form an action group to prepare a short and long term

geographical distance, such programs are more feasible v,;hen Cl

plan that specifies feasH:llc strategies to innease enrohnents in Korean

cOlllbination of distance edUGltion (e.g., e-Ieanling) during the school

and advance Korean programs, the need to undertake promotion

terms and an intensive on-campus face-ta-face IHode during the school

activities not just focused orl trad.e relationship but more importantly

break are provided; and 4) the program should include IXJth theories

on human interactions and soci{}·cultural relev'ance; and the need to

and practice, \·vith greatel' emphasis on practical aspects which focus

encourage heritage Bpeaker students to undertake Korean in regular

on practical a.pplication of theories and an irnmediate use in the

educational systems.

daSSrOOl1l.

contributed the recent growth of Korean language prugrmns in the

~vhen

they learn Korean: contribution to the

Byon (2008) outlines four factors that have
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USA: 1) South Korea's increasing visibility in the international

The state with the highest number of schools teaching Korean is

community; 2) the increase of Korean-American population; 3) the

NSW, where Korean is offered at 26 schools, Within the government

continuing support ham the Korean government; and 4) the US

school sector, Korean is offered at 19 day schools, 4 different centres

govermnen(s bilingual and foreign language policy, As ways of

of the Satorday School of Community Languages (SSCL) and 1 Open

irnproving the profile of Korean prograUL'l, Byon raises two important

High school through distance education programs, With more fhan

issues: one being sludents and parents (especially Korean-Americans)

120,000 residents and long-term stayers of Korean background living in

needing to be aware of the importance of bilingual and bi-cullural

Sydney alone, it is not surprising that NSW dominates these statistical

competence; and two being the necessity of active conununication and

accounts, Table 2 below shows fue trends in the number of Australian

cooperation between commwlity schools, K-12 schools and universities,

primary and secondsry schools teaching Korean in fue past 10 years

preferably in fue fonn of a national body,

(2000-2009), IB schools are not included in the Table below, They are
shovm separately in Table 3,

4, The Resulfs
,~tl.

<Table 2> Number 01 Sellaols OIlering Korean in Auslralia, 2000-2000

Pruvisi.on _. Schools, Progrmlls,

Rt~sources

:

l-- !~alL- E;li~J: {;j :]ft: EE~ J

and Support

1) Nurnber of Schools

Table 1 below shows the current (2009) number of schools offering
Korean in Australia, In this data ethnic schools run by ethnic
community organisations are not included unless they offer Korean as
an approved school certificate curriculum (e,g, VCEJ2)

As shown in fue Table above Korean language education in

Australia has traditionally had a very, very low base, 111e total
number of schools teaching Korean in Australia is extremely small
compared to other N AlSSP languages and has not increased for fue
past 10 years, Of note is that lB schools offering Korean have
increased in the past 10 years, With only one school prior to 2000
offering Korean furough the lB, there are now 9 schoolsdoing so,
Table 3 below shows the trend of lB schools that offer Korean,

2) Note: DETjDEC:3

=

Government schools, CEO

=

Catholic schools and AIS

IndcpclK!f..'lll sclKJOls; and IB = Irltcrnational B.;)cca.!J.urealc.

:=

3) One Korean ethnic school offering VCE (Victorian Certificate of Education)
Korean.
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does not offer a specific Beginners course ill Korean. A Beginners

<Table 3> Number of Australian 16 Schools Ollering Korean 2OCO-2009

fI~:~;-I_~~E~Iff~~ftE;J~-l{I~tlj

cow~se is vital for the incremental expansion of Korean for L2 learners

in AustTalian schools.
Furthermore, what should be emphasised is the issue that has been

Interestingly, the increase of !B schools in Victoria has coincided

pointedout as a major impediment for Korean language progralTls for

vlith the closure of Korean progrants in three secondary schools in the

5
many years that is, the lack of course provision for heritage speakers. )
Ihcre have been no appropriate leaming opportunities available for
•
Aus tral'la or who migrated to
Korean heritage students L..
lJ\)111 In
l

2005-2007 period, suggesting perhaps that schools offering lB programs
have fmed a 'gap' in the market place for students wanting to study
Korean. Also notable is that there has been an increase in enrolrnents

Australia at very young ages. In this regard/ the announcement made

of Korean background speaker students in private schools in Victoria,

by the NSW Board of Studies at the beginning of 2009 to create a

NSW and in SA These schools offer Korean through the lB program.

new

l-Ieritagc

devcloprnent

2) Programs
however Korean has been taught either through a program targeting

k
undertaen

and

f.or

the

subsequent curriculurn
. ICInCHtt'
Imp
a Ion in 20U is

increase the number of students studying Korean exponentially (Lee,

second language learners or background speakers, or both through

20(3), especially in Sydney, Melboume and Brisbane, where relatively

second language programs and community language or background

large populations of Korean-lxlm residents exisl. Such growth will

speaker programs. In the majority of the programs, especially in

support the achievement of the NAl.S5IY s target and increase the pool

primary schLl{)l progrmTIs, cultural cornponents arc integrated into the

of Korean speaking Australians.

Korean language program for intercultural understanding, rather than
1l1C

being

course

encouraging.
T11c availability of a Heritage Speaker course has the capactty to

The nature of programs m each State and Tenitory differ slightly,

teaching

Speaker

Whilst the prospect of increasing the number of heritage speaker

language mxl culture separately.

students across the country is welcomed, the need to build a demand

Nationally, what is absent in Korean program offerings is a

for Korean language anKmg non-Korean background students remains.

Beginners course in Korean in the Senior Secondary Certificate

111is growth requires careful rnanagement to be sustainable and

program. Ihere was a Beginner course offered through the Higher

effective.

School Certificate (HSq cunicutum4) in NSW until the beginning of

2000, however due to the low interest!enrolment of studenls the NSW
Board of Studies suspended the course. In Victoriathe VCE program
4) Years 11-12 courses in NSW.

I

I

5) Cho (2004) discu5ses in detail policy iSSlles for Korean heritage students.

186 Scong-Chul Shin
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3) Time Allocation

state's curriculum, program and school sector, however the proficiency

As reported by schools and teachers, overall time aJlocation for

levels that students seek to achieve are either similar or the

language progrants including Korean on a national basis is very much

samenationally. Generally the Korean programs at the primary school

similar. It appears that most primary schools run approyjmately 45

levels and the beginner programs of the secondary levels teach basics

nlinutes a week while secondary schools allocate 2-3 hours a V\reek

induding greetings, counting and simple conversation. Shldents in

(approx. IOO·200 hours a year). Certain primary schools or years run

Advanced, Background Speaker and First Language courses at the

classes for only 30 minutes a week, while lB schools allocate up to 5

senior secondary levels are expected to reach levels of native or

hours of class per week

near.native speakers who can deal

'There axe two

key issues for consideration:

one being the

inconsistency of the titne allocation across the states and schools; and

with, for

example, Korean

literature. 'The proficiency levels of Korean A and B courses in lB
programs are similar to those of these prograrns,

the other being the insufficiency of class time. In sorne schools the

Teadlers report that many U primary students achieve a reasonable

primary Korean class lasts merely 30 minutes per week while other

level of reading and writing hut textual comprehension is somewhat

slates and schools fun it up to 120 minutes. The 3G--minute classes in

lacking.

primary schools may not be enough to be considered as a serious

speaking and listening achievement is satisfactory however, the

language program. In secondary levels a mandatory program is

standard of reading and writing skills remain low.

For many Korean heritage students, teachers find that

obligated to do 2·3 hours per week, but in elective years the class is
held for 1 hour or less.

5) Curriculum and Resources

While acknowledging that issues snch as school timetabling and

1he data received from Korean teachers, teacher associations and

teacher availability restrict the duration of language dasses, taking into

language managers of various education systen1..s suggests that one of

account that Korean is a character·based language, it will be necessary

the most urgent issuES is the lack of adequate resource materials that

to allocate a minimum of 90 minutes per week (or 60 hours pcr year)

can be used to support existing primflly and secondary Korefll1

for primary schools courses and a minimum of 180 minutes per week

programs, Most of the resources used for Korean programs in primary

(or 120 hours per year) for secondary school courses to achieve

and secondary schools are outdated, culturally inappropriate or lacking

anything near 'proficiency (Lee, 2003). 'The challenge is to determine

in quality
1here are three main types of resource materials used "'ithin

how contact hours can be structured to meet this requirement.

schools. First is the Arirang selies, Nu-gu.ni 7, and Om·ah·yo, both
4) Proficiency Levels

developed in the mid 1990s. Alarmingly, there is an absence of better

Enhy levels for Korean courses differ slightly depending on the

quality materials to replace the outdated, black and white course

Korean La..nguage
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books. So these are still being used as core resources. 1he second type

};~ducation
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4.2. Student Participation

of resource material comes from abroad, mainly frOln Korea. These

materials have been made for primary and secondary level students in

1) Student Numbers

Korea or for Korea.-ns 1i vinr.:
., abroad. In most cases, the resources do'

Before examining the detailed feature of student participation in

not suit the Australian educational environment (e.g., often containing

Kore~

patriotic references and are very specific to Korean icons, social norms

of the four NALSSP languages and the total number of Australian

and

students, as it will give the comparative status of Korean.

cultural

nuances),

or

do

not

correspond

with

Australian

it is worth observing Korean enrolments from the perspectives

curriculum requirements and teaching learning methods and styles.

<Table 4> Korean "AlIl NALSSP Enrolments 2008·

The resources do not provide scope for two-way interculhlfal learning
that is the contelnporary aspiration of Australian languages studies.

K-12

11,e third type of resource material is developed by teachers. These
materials often closely follow the curriculLm1, but the quality of the
materials is questionable as they are often not adequately researched

and are shnply based on secondmy

sourcf.~.

Year 12

% ~~~~% out of
NALSSP
NALSSP
K-12 Total
Yl2 Total
-- -

-~-----

~~T~~=i~] r~!~I-1-- ~-E

2Urr\gJ2il~1 '-9,372-L=--=~____=_
6) Supporting Programs with Partnerships

In a number of schools where Korean is taught, students are

% ou~ % out of
K-12 Total Y12 Total
(3,434,291)
(202,453)
---

18.2

*Some figures are based on 2006, 2007 or 2009 data. Year 12

nu~rs

4.7

in South

Australian Independent schools are not induded since the breakdown figures
are unavailable at this moment.

participating in a range of extra curricular activities such as food
tasting, performances of music, plays and dance, speech and essay

V/hen the enrolment number of the four NALSSP languages is

contests and annual UN day event. Some schools have exchange;

compared, it clearly shows where Korean stands in the overall

programs vvith sister schools in Korea, involving occasional student

Ansh'alian languages education landscape. As Table 4 demonstrates,

exchanges and some in-CouDtty experiences. However, many schools

the Korean enrolment rate nationally was merely 0.5% out of tl,e total

have no snch partnerships. l1>is issue urgently needs to be addressed

NAL'iSP enrolments and at Year 12, only 1.9%. In simple tenns, if

and a project established to parh1er all Australian schools teaching

students leaming Asian languages were asked which Asian language(s)

Korecm with a Korean schooL

they were studying at school in 2008, one in two would say
'Japanese' around onc in three IIndollesian' and one in seven shldents
f

'Qlinese', while only one of two-hLmdred students wonld say that

Korean Language Etlucation in Australian Schools 191
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they were studying Korean at school. Even if we apply the 2009

Australian schools. Among the 4000 students, approximately half were

figures for Korean, which has increased to approximately 4,000 in K-12

from NSW with 2,029 students; Victoria had about one quarter with

enrolments and just over 300 in Year 12 enrolments, the miniIIkrl

940 students; and 796 students in Queensland (QLD).

enrolment rate is not much changed, with 0.6% and 3.2%, respectively.

There were 2,754 primary students studying Korean, 1,475 secondary

While there is a need to increase the enrolment number of the Asian

school students and among them 318 students were studying senior

languages across the country (18.2% of intake rate in 2(08), especially

secondary certificate comses in Year 12. V\'hen looking at tl,ese figures

at senior secondary enrolments (merely 4.7')(. of Year 12 enrolments in

per state and territory, NSW had the most primary school students

2(08), the data clearly shows that there is a very urgent need to

with 1,110, followed by Victoria with 679 students and QLD with 602

increase the number of students learning Korean in Australian schools.

students. At secondary level, NSW also had the most secondary school

Table 5 below shows the total number of students currently (2009)

students with 919 students, followed by Victoria with 261 students

taking Korean in Australian schools 6 )

and QLD with 194 students.
Drawing on the data provided by States and Territories it is
possible to illustrate fue student enrolment trends in each state and
territory for the past 10 years. Whilst tl,ere is evidence of some
growth in student numbers, all data should be read within the context
of tl,e extremely low-base at student participation from which Korean

I
As shown in tlre table above, currently (2009) the total number of
studeots studying Korean in 49 scl'ools (including 9 IS schools) is just
over 4000. TIlis is a very minimal figure compared to Australia's other
NAlSSP languages, as it rqlfesents only about 1.1 % of students of
Japanese (approx 350,(](JO), around 2% of students of Indonesian
(200,lX)O) and approximately 4.3% of stndents of 01inese (94,000) in
6) 111(' fig-ures do not include student numbers in ethnic schools in the Korean
mmmunitics but an C'xception has been made for one Victorian ethnic school,
\vhich has offered. the VCE Korean program for over 20 years.

language operates in Australian schools.
In NSW in the last decade there has been an overall decrease of
4.1 % in student numbers. Primary school numbers have decreased by
3.2%; junior secondary nunkrs by 2.8% and senior secondary by
10.1%. Since 2007 however student nmnbe.rs have increased slowly to
return to somewhere near tl,e levels of 2000, "lith most of this growili
in primary and junior secondaq schools.

192 Seong-ChuJ Shin
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<Table 6> Number of Students Taking Korean in NSW by School Level 2CXXJ-2OO9

~~el 2~- i

School. . L.
__ ~-6_ 1147

OO1

852

2002
1031

·-2~ ~ 2lJO!

2003 ••.2.004 . 2oom
..
948
804 1122 1122

798

827

20091
1110

:,~
::::~:::
:~
:::
~
;~
;::
:~.
~~~
163.3_1369~9;'
2115

1603 ,1614 l7l0

1552 b1729

_!02TI

.

<Table 7> Number 01 Korean Enrolmenls In OLD by School Level 200&-2009
___~~--~--~-T---~-[----'---_
Sch".ol Level
_ 2005'_1
2006 ~.. 2007" I
2008

~·•.·Jl~.~ =·tt.:=~tll ~
2009

*2005 (exduding govemme:nt school students in years 8 to 10)
**2007 (K-7 are for govemment school student" and AHES students only)

Currently (2009),82.3% of Years 11 and 12 HSC students are
Community

Due to some exclusions Ln the data provided to the researcher, it is

Languages (SSCL) and if this number is combined with the 36 Year 11

not possible to develop a 'complete picture, but as shown in Table 7

and 12 students studying Korean tllrough distance education mode at

above, QLD enrolments have increased by 103% from 2005 to 2009.

the Open High School there is only 4.1 % of students studying Korean

Increases have occurred across the primary, secondary and senior

at the schonl they attend on a weekday. Among the total of 653

secondary level and are attributable to a number of factors. Attempts

Junior-Middle Secondary students, there are 136 (20.8%) heritage

made to secure continuity in pathways for Korean language from

students emolled at SSCL. Therefore, one might reasonably assume

primary to senior secondary, (tlle result of cluster schools Lnvolving

that a considerable number of the remaining 517 (79.2%) students

one stale high school and four primary schools in Gladstone), the

stndying

Korean

through

the

Saturday

School

of

students

excellent work of an independent school to manage their Korean

continuing Korean through the HSC Continuers course over the

program effectively, and the fact that bonus OP (Overall Perfonnance)

2001-2008 period have been only 6.5%, or 9 students on average per

marks (QLD tertiary entrance assessment scheme) are given to

year. One lhing to note here is the anticipated increase in the number

students studying NALSSP languages have each played a role in

of Korean Heritage students who will undertake £he Heritage speakers'

growth.

would

be

non-Korean

backgrOlmd

students.

However

course for their HSC after the implementation of the Heritage Speaker
progranl in 2011.

hl Victoria tlle impact of 3 secondary schools phasing out Korean
programs over tl,e period 2004-2007 has been significant. As shown in

Currently tl,e state showing the most growth in student numbers is

Table 8 below, there was a sudden drop in student numbers

QLD. For the past 5 years junior and senior secondary participation

coinciding with tl,e phase out, although with the Victorian School of

numbers have been steadily growing and it is the only stale tllat has

L,nguagcs (VSL) program numbers have recovered some ground in

offered Korean in at least one school in each school sector.

the past 1-2 years. Primary level students have increased by 61.7%

compared to the 2007 figure, again, from a very low-base.
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the state, the educational sector, the schools program and also how
they are classified. As shown in the table below, most students
studying Korean at the primary level are non-Korean background
stndent.s, while students at the secondary level are split almost equally
into non-Korean students and Korean heritage or background speakers.
The impact of two government schools closing their Korean

t

<Table 10> Background 0' Studenls 0,,-',-K,,::or,.'"e,::"an~-==-=-=c-- __

-_B-.".-C!<grC-O-'U1C-ld~~~ -j:)j~ ~V%--SecOl;darYJ.nj-""L__ TOTAtJ%L_
~ NKB_,
_ 2,143
.J'!,8
IJ.'J7
47.~_.
67.2

programs between 2004 and 2006 is evident. There was only one Year
12 student in a Victorian govemment school (outside of VSL) studying
Korean in 2007 with no other secondary students in government
schools being recorded. On the other hand, the number of junior and
secondary level students in the VSL Korean program has been

Kt! or KB
_10TAl_ _

611__

_221-

718

48.7

31.4

22,54.1.A75.- l -

~

NKB: Non-Korean background students; Kll Korean heritage students;
KB: Korean background students (e.g. international students)

increasing for the past 10 years. Effectively, the VSL program is
3) Year 12 Certificate Enrolments

offering a 'lifeline' for Korean language within the secondary years of

Cnrrently Victoria has the largest number of Year 12 stndents with

government schools.

117 students, slightly higher than NSW which has 11] students,
followed by QLD with 39, SA with 37 and 14 in the AG. Table 11
below summarises the 318 Year 12 enrolments in 2009.

As is clearly ShOWll in the table above, the number of studentsat
VSL taking Unit 1 and Unit 3 in the Korean First Language stream
has increased from 40 students in 2001 to 134 stndents in 2008. The
number of sludents in the Korean Second Language stream increased
from 57 students in 2001 to 123 in 2008.
When looking at the background of Year 12 students, 100% of

2) Background of Students

stndents are Korean heritage or background speaker students in NSW,

The background of students stndying Korean differs depending on

I
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SA and VIe. 1he exception is the ACT and QLD with 64.3% and

enrolments in 2001 to a total of 171 in 2008. In QLD, it increased

33.3% of non-Korean background students, respectively. Of crucial note

frOB1

5 enroltnents to 38.

here is that in Sydney, by way of example, there are hundreds of
Korean herHage students in the Korean community who opted out of

4) International Baccalaureate

enrolling in HSC Korean as the course content was either too hard for

lB student numbers reflect the increase of schools offering Korean

them or because they fear that they will be disadvantaged when

through the ID program 111ere was only one ID School in Victoria in

competing with Korean L1 speaker students who came to Australia

2000, but this has increased to a total of 9 schools among 3 states

after wKlerlaking prin1ary and/or junior high school studies in the

(NSW, SA and Victoria) in 2009. 11,ese schools oiler Korean A and B

Korean educational system 1he situation in Melbourne is similar to

to 21 students.

Sydney, and for this reason the introduction of a Heritage Speaker
program and associated support is urgent. Rurming parallel to this is
the urgency to make provision for non-Korean background speaking
students in senior secondary levels to study Korean as a second
language through Beginner or Continuers courses.

Based on data provided by the lB Schools Association, the majority
of the 21 students taking Korean are Korean heritage or native
speaker students (most likely native or background speakers). These
students are enrolled in Korean A and study Korean literature and
world literature.
4.3. Teachers

As shown in Table 12, with the exclusion of NSW (where

enrolments have decreased by arotmd 10%)7), Year 12 Certificate
Korean enrolments have increased for the past 10 years. In Victoria,

the number of Year 12 enrolments increased by 185% from 60 Unit 4

1) Teacher Number and Availability

Currently there are 69 teachers of Korean m Australian schools,
including

Melbourne's

ethnic

school

which

offers

VCE

Korean

programs. As shown in Table 12below, there are 49 secondary school
teachers and 20 primary school teachers leaching Korean. Looking at
the figure by state and territory, NSW has the largest number of

7) Shin" s.-C (20(J2) gives the picture of Year 12 enrolrnents in NSW· and argues
for the urgent need to increase the HSC

et l.wlments.

teachers with 45 followed by Victoria vdth 15, including 5 ethnic
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school VCE teachers and 8 VSL teachers.

than 21 qualified teachers of Korean currently teaching other subjects
instead of Korean in NSW schools. It is known that many of these
teachers are willing to teach Korean, however the combined hnpact of

a lack of suitable courses, teaching resources and student demand
mean that these teachers do not utilise their area of specific expertise.
Further, there are approximately 40 qualified teachers of Korean in
NSW who are not currently employed, simply

Ix~ause

there are not

enough schools offering Korean or because they are unwilling to work
in schools outside of metropolitan areas. Many of these possible
teachers of Korean are 2nd or "1.5"generatioll bilingual speakers who
Ibis figure simply reflects the number of schools offering Korean
and students taking the language in each state and telTitory. Among
these teachers, some fuH·time teachers participate in weekend teaching
at language centres such as the Saturday School of COlnrnunity

languages, the Victorian School of L'lnguages or at the Korean etlmic
language school.
The issue of teacher supply needs to be understood in temlS of the
two distinct cohorts of teachers available to teach Korean and whom
these teachers teach:

lL.1Lf~use(Lcourses_

did aU or most of their schooling in Australia. II appears that other
states vdh a large Korean community, such as Victoria (Melbourne)
and Queensland (Brisbane), have a similar pool of potential teachers,
though much smaller in number.
2) U Focused courses such as Beginners and Continuers/ Continuing

jJIQgranlS:
'111e teacher supply situation for this cohort is very different. If We
assume U courses are best taught by U leachers (who are mosl
likely to understand better Australian language leaching methodologies
and school culture/s), it is certainly the case that there is a shortage

snch.,as Background, and Heritage SpeakfI

pr0g:t;'9-ms:

If we accept that Korean native speaking teachers are best placed to
teach Ll f()(usedprograms, then there currently exists a relatively

large pool of qualified teachers available in the commlmity to meet
existing and/or increased demand for teachers. Information supplied

by the NSW Department of Education indicates that there are more

of this cohort of teachers. '111ere are simply not enough L2 leachers of
Koreanavailable to cater for any rapid growth in schools offering
Korean as U focused courses. 'l1us is aculely the case in all stales
and terrilories, even in regional and rural NSW. 'This reality needs to
be acknowledged and any strategies to expand the number of schools

across AusITalta offering Korean to L2 students needs to be cogJusant
of this issoe.
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2) Background and Oualifications of Teachers

higher plus DipEd. Most of the non-Korean background teachers

As shown in the table below, the majority (82.6%) of the 69

and Korean heritage teachers belong to this group;

teachers of Korean nationally are Korean native speaker teachers

c.

Korean teacher qualificatiol'l<>: Usually working at special language
centres such as SSCL, VSLor ethnic language schools on a part-time

(KNSI)

or fractional time basis with Korean qualifications and/or while

completing AustTalian qualifications.

3) Language Competence
Korean-native speaker

teachers are generally highly skilled in

regards to language competence. The major challenge for this group of
lhe fact that the overwhelming majority of teachers in schools are
background speakers is not surprising. It reflects the nature of Korean
courses currently being offered and the student demand in Korean at
both secondary and tertiary levels. In tenus of teacher qualification."."

the majority of the practising teachers of Korean are qualified with
Australian degrees and/or diplomas as shown in Table 16.

teachers is their approach to language teaching in fue context of
Australian schools, combined, in some cases, with limited language
competence in English. While fuere are individual Korean-native
teachers who arc exceptionally competent in Australian learning
contexts, some administrators interviewed raised the issue of this
cohort's 'limited'intercultural understanding of Australian pedagogical
practices and tlleir English language competence. Administrators stated
their concern that Korean native speaker teachers who are tmfamiliar
with Australian school contexts and who possess limited English
language skills can oftm impact less than positively on the quality of
program delivery.
On the contrary, non-Korean background teachers do not experience

Teachers of Korean generally fall wlder 3 ,,'toups in terms of their
teaching qualifications:
a.

b.

tile SaID£'

challenges in regards

to

pedagogical issues, hOvvever, their

Korean language competence is a major stumbling block. Information

Multiple qualifications: teachers 'With both Korean and Australian

obtained fr0111 interviews, surveys and consultations indicates that this

degrees such as Korean BA or higher + Korean Teacher Certificate

cohorts'proficiency m

+ Australian BA or higher + DipEd. M1ny of the Korean

intermediate level by TOPIK (fest of Proficiency in KOre31l) scales.

native-speaker teachers belong to this group;

This is reflected in fueir teaching portfolio where half the non-Korean

Australian qualifications: teachers quaHfiedvvith Australian BA or

Korean is generally at beginner to lower
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teachers are involved in teaching Korean at the primary level Korean

of the Korea-Australasia

and the remaining half at junior secondmy years, mostly Year 7-8.

NSW-based and thus its main activities limited to NSW. It has now

Only one non-native speaking Korean teacller currently teaches at

changed its name to the Korean Language Teachers Association

senior secondary level in Austr·alia (a Year

n

class).

Research Centre

(KAREq

but it

was

(KOI..:rA) NSW and has approximately 30 members. The association
holds two or three workshops annually and supports its members by

4) Teacher Training and Professional Development Programs

Teadlers

of

Korean

are,

for

the

most

sharing resources and exchanging infoTInation and ideas. Notably,

part,

significantly

underprepared for the full set of skills and competencies that will

there are no non-native Korean speaking teachers who are members of
the association or involved in its activities.

support their work in Australian classrooms. Up until 2009 there have

In Victoria, the Association of Korean Teachers in Victoria (AKTV)

been effectively no or few tertiary programs that systematically offer

was established morc than 10 years ago, but with the closure of

both language and metllOdology courses for teachers and student

Korean programs at three secondary schools, much of its functions

teachers. This is a major issue that needs to be addressed at the

have been reduced or discontinued. Approximately 15 members are

teacher training level.

currently affiliated with this association and meet when necessary.

Australian teachers routinely participate in all sorts of professional
developnlent

programs.

For

teachers

of

Korean

however,

the

6) External Support

virtually

External support for teachers and schools offering Korean is minimal

occasional

and access to support unbalanced across the country. NSW teachers

workshops are conducted. There is an urgent need for professional

and schools have access to a considerable level of support from the

development opportunities to be provided for both native-speaking

Sydney-based Korea Education Centre, which is fanded through the

and non·native Korean language teachers.

Korean Ministry of Education. Teachers in other states/territories do

availability

of

on-going

non-existent

Ln

any

state

professioml
except

development

NSW,

where

is

SOlne

not hElve access to this support.

5) Korean Teacher Networks

WIlist there arc some individual Korean teachers affiliated with
different

associations

Association

(MLTA)

such

as

the

and

Australian

Modern

L,nguagc

Edocators

Union

(AEU),

historically there has never been a national assry...::iation for teachers of

Korean.

5. Case Studies of Exemplary Practice

Teachers

In 2001, the Korean Lmguage and Studies Association

(KOLSA) was established with the leadership and funding assistance

Based on infornlation gathered and consultation undertaken, this
research has identified four cases of exemplary or prOlnising practice
in Koreml language education, and among them two cases are briefly
presented in this paper 8 )

Korean Language Education
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5.1. 'Plant a school' Program
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have very promising Korean programs.
What should not escape attention is that all schools involved in the

The NSW 'plant a school each year'initiative is a scheme that

scheme to date are from NSW, where the KEC is located and where

involves identifying one new school to commence the teaching of

the locus of Auslralia's Korean population can be found. TIle scheme

Korean annually. TIus of course requires one new teacher of Korean

needs to be 'exported'or made available to other states and territories.

to be identified and employed. To facilitate this process, the Korean

In states and territories that have few or no Korean language

Education Centre (KEq, which is an overseas representative

offic(9)

of

programs, as well as in remole and rural areas, this scheme presents

the Korean Ivlinislry of Education, Science and Technology, pays two

as a proven and relatively economical way forward to support the

days of theKorean teacher·s salary for the first year, with the balance

incremental and properly supported growth of Korean language

on time fraction being paid by the school. In the second year the KEC

programs.

pays one day salary with the school contributing the balance and by
the third year and thereafter, the school covers all salary payment A

5.2. Clustering of Schools - A Regional Approach

classic story of seed funding!
this scheme must make a

Gladstone in Queensland is a unique and fabulous story in the

a long-term investment in a Korean

development of Korean language education in Australia. Located

language program The intention of the scheme is not speculative. It is

approximately 5-6 hours drive from Brisbane, the town is host to a

based on partnerships and shared agreements on what is being

'dustel< of schools (one high school and four primary schools) where

aspired

and in-kind

Korean has been taught for aboul 15 years. What was the motivating

As a result of the scheme, the

rationale for introducing Korea? As a mining town with a large port,

number of schools teaching Korean in NSW has increased by at least

trade relations with Korea have existed for a long peliod of time.

one annually since 2006, and the schools which have instigated

TIlese relations were enhanced dl1ling the 19808 when trade between

programs

2007,

thetwo countries started to increase significantly. Korean ships have

Cilbramatla High School, 2008 and Bathurst Public School, 2(09) each

regularly accessed the port On their way south to Sydney or

tl1at apply for

Crucially, schools
comlrutment

f

inV\'Titing.

to as

to

the outcome and requires financial

contributions from all

through

the

partr1ers. 1O)

scheme

(Chatswood

High School,

Melboume, so both business and school communities intrinsically
8) 111e other two cases are about pedagogy
Korean through iPods and
SdlOOI-oosed mvareness--raisi11g activities.
9) Lc)('alet1 at the Korean Consubt('~Cene!al Office in Sydney.
10) TIlere were MOU agreements made between the NSW Department of Education
and the Korean I'vlinistry of Education represented by and acting through the
KEC in 2004.

'knew'the relevance to Korea to their lives and the local community.
Rumour has it that once the idea of introducing Korean was
suggested to the Gladstone Mayor and had positive support from the
QLD Department of Education, things just 'fell into place thereafter.
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At around the same time and in a stroke of forame perhaps, a recent

language in schools. Korean is a language 'less known' by the general

graduate from Griffith University who had majored in Korean and

public, and saldents, parents, principals and consequently education

had done a DipEd program was both ready and williog to teach

systeIIL<; do not place a high· value on learning Korean. The lack of

Korean in the Gladstone area duster. The fh-'€ schools

Gladstone

awareness is a result of IThl.instream Australia having access to very

High, Central State, Calliope State, West State and Yarwun State - are

little information about Koreaand what information is available, such

all located between 5 and 15 minutes drive from each other. In 2009

as the political tensions on the Korean peninsula, often does not offer

there are three teachers (one high school teacher and two primary

a balanced, attractive image of the COWltry. In contrast to its very

school teachers) working across the cluster. The secret of how these

visible neighbours, Japan and 01111a, Korea renkl.ins to a large extent,

schools are able to offer Korean in such a remote town is found in

invisible to most Australians. Very few Australians know about tourist

the commitment of each of the cluster schools, the skiIJ of tile teachers

destinations in Korea, or understand the country's contribution to

and the continuity ensured between primary and secondary school

popular culture in the Asian region or its excellence in

language study; there was provision for Korean language study from

advancement of modem science and technology..tv1any Australians are

K-12.

unaware of the significant Al1.Qtralian contribution to Korea's political

'n1C

Gladstone

school

duster

supporting

Korean

the

and economic development in the past 50 years, or that many of their

language

demonstrates that programs for second language leamers in small

personal household goods are proclnced in Korea(Williams, 2002).

candidature languages can be successfully introduced and sustained.

Considering tlus state of affairs, an essential first step in the

'The Gladstonemodel also proves that 'norm<;'llisation' of a language

development of Korean language learning in Australia is to create a

program vvithin a school will happen over time when adequate levels

sound, contemporary rationale for its place and value in our schools.

of support are provided, the school community understands something

Such a rationale needs to appeal to student, parent, principal and

about the links between the language and their daily lives, and a

education systeu1 audiences.

team of skilled and comlniUed teachers is available.

6.2. Teacher Supply and Quality

6. Discussion of Key Issues and Strategies for Otange
Teacher supply and quality often go hand-in-hand when considering
key issues supporting effective language programs (Shin,

6.1. The Rationale for Korean Language

s..c.

and

Baik, 2002; LD Bianco, 2009). Korean l,mguage is no different in this
A general lack of Cl1-Vareness about contemporary Koreaacross
llt1.instrearn Australian society work." against the uptake of Korean

I
I

I

respect. The broad cohort of Korean teachers can be into three distinct
sub-cohorts, each having its own specific supply and quality issues
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language programs (e~g. in States/Territories not currently offcling

addressed~

Korean Nat1ve Speaker Teachers: As described earlier, a relatively

Korean)and to support Korean teachers either clUTently unemployed

large panl of qualified Ll teachers exists. 'The lYHin support these

or not employed as teachers of Korean, a nationally consistent

teachers lack is, firstly, continuing professional development in

approach to recognition of teaching qualifications will be an

teaching methodologies appropriate for contemporary languages

important step forward. A number of teachers interviewed noted

education in Australia, as well as more in-depth practical experience

the limits on career mobility caused by the existing lack of

of

continuing

consistency. Even if they so desired, NSW teachers of Korean for

opportunities to upgrade their English language proficiency for

cX<:'1mple (where there is an apparent oversupply of teachers), may

the

Australian

school

culture;

and,

secondly,

working in English medium schools and sexiety.

b~

Ll

recognised

as

qualified

to

teach

Korean

in

other

teachers' perceived lack in these two respects is a Inajor source of
disquiet for school principals and education authorities. Currently,

is struggling for a foothold in schools, this is an unwelcome

these issues arE' not addressed openly or adequately.

impediment.

Korean Heritage Speaker Teachers: Although they are sufficiently
found teaching other subject areas. What is required for this group
to become available as a pool of teachers nationally is support to
update their Korean language skills to a level that will enable them
to teach l2 and heritage speakers, and development of their
teaching skills in the area of language pedagogy.

KoreanL2 Teachers: There are only 12 Korean 12 teachers at vmrk
nationally. Oearly those who study Korean at university do not
often go into teaching. Yet this group is an essential component of
a strong modern languages program. L2 speakers are usually
passionate about the language, society, culture and people of their
sl'Cond language and they are also great role models for English
speaking leamers, While appeals to tertiary learners to continue into
teaching and support of them while they prepare would be
important, most 1.,2 teachers also need strong, on-going support in
developing their

O1;l/n

language proficiency beyond their degree

years~

(t

be

States/Territories. For a small candidature language like Korean that

qlkllified and/or ableto teach Korean, this sub-cohort can often be

c.

not

Korean

Teacher AJobili ty; To meet any increased demand for Korean

c.

Native-Speaking Language Assistants: A scheme to atlTact native
speakingLlnguage Assistants from Korea to work in schools has
potential to significantly enhance program delivery. A..ssL'Stants can
provide

a

layer

of

authenticity

to

programs,

through

their

contemporary language usage and expressions of culture and
identi ty, that is too often absent from classrooms. For students,
Assistants offer a very 'reaI'link to the language beh1g leamt, and a

champion or role model for the

language~

Japanese Language

Assistant schemes (with Assistants dravvn from Japan)are well

known to have successfully supported Japanese progrmns over
ITlm1Y years and have played a large role in the relative popularity

of Japanese in school education. Korean language in Australia has
never benefitted from such a scheme.

Asupply of potential Korean Language Assistants can be found in
universities across Korea, where. many students would be keen for
the chance to live and work in Australia for short a period, In
addition, intemational or Australian Korean speaking students doing
postgraduate studies at Australian universities might look favourably
on an offer to support Korean language in a school vvith the
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Lncenlive of recelving formal recognition for doing so. Importantly,

6.3. Development of Resource Materials

the success of such a scheme vvill depend heavily onthe academic
background of Assistants and their motivation" for being involved.

All teachers interviewed spoke about the urgent need for a renewed

Ideally, Assistants would be studying education related cour&'s

focus on resource malerial development for students learning Korean

and/or have a desire to work vVlth young people. Success will also

as a first or second language. A lack of quality resource materials is

depend on the conditions and support afforded to the Assistants.

hindering program implementation in all states and territories offering

Korean communities in Australia offer another supply of potential

Language Assistants. To date, this group has remained a largely
l..mtapped resource. 11le opportunity to involve locally available

Korean.

Problems

1''11th

current

resources

include

their

being

disconnected to the syllabus and too often, not relevant contextually or

language

cultorally to Australian schools. lbis gap in suitable resources has led

community

teachers to develop their 0"~1 materials with little or no processes in

rich

place for quality control or assessment of resources. Existing lnaterials,

lant,'LIage and cultural heritage within comll1lmitics. Ihere are likely

such as Arirang, Nu-gu-ni? which have long been considered very

to be many suitable and\-villing members of Korean communities

useful, are now more H1c'1n a decade old and do not always accurately

expertise

has

the

competencies' (La
involvement

around

the

in

benefits

Bianco
school

countty

of

'cultivating

existing

20(9),

harnessing

local

programs

who

would

and

acknmvledges

consider

the

supporting Korean

reflect cotemporary Korean language and society.

language learning in schools.
f.

I1illenmt Teacher Initiative: An 'itinerant teacher'initiative would
also be a step forvvard for supporting Korean language, particularly

6.4. Online Delivery and New Tedmologies

for reaching students disadvantaged by not having direct access to
a teacher. 111is initiative is already implemented to support German!

The utilisation of tec1molngy provides an opportunity to add value

WhE'Te a cluster of schools in a region teaching German shares a

to the teaching of Korean. However a note of caution is needed.

teacher

across

the

schools.

In

several

ways,

the

story

of

Reflecting on the NSW Department of Education's Korean

using

GermaJlJanguage in Australian schools in similar to the Korean

TecJmologyproject, it is evident that Korean courses, if they are to be

narrative. Both are languages with relatively low and diminishing

sustained, should not be based solely on online delivery, for which

demand, and with a supply of teachers not being replenished. Both
languages share the problem· of low profile and a fight for survival.
This strategy, which has worked for German but has never been

trialled for Korean language, could be a component of teacher
supply planning moving fonvard.

learning outcomes are lnixed and the medium itself is still new and
relatively unfamiliar to mmy educators and sludents. Korean language
study is still very emhryonic in Australian schools. A solid foundation

of quality teachers

l

resources and prograll1s as well as increased
j

demand for the language and a heightened value placed on learning
the

language,

needs

to

be

embedded

prior

tn

the

broad
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implementation of online delivery (NAl5AS Taskforce, 1998).

teachers 'connected' to each other. Support networks in States and

During interviews, States and Territories not offering Korean or

Territories and nationally for teachers of Japanese demonstrate fhe

limited Korean expressed interest in accessing online courses in

positive impact and leadership that this type of support can have on

Korean. Given the note of caution above, provision of Korean in this

teachers'work. Curreutly, Korean teachers are denied this type of

mode alone is highly uulikely to produce the type of learning

support. NSW remains the only State or Territory with a dedicated

outcomes that system.s, schools or students may desire, nor is it likely

Korean Language Consultaut. The curreut consultant is based fulltime

to improve the overall strength and sustainability of Korean programs.

at the NSW Department of Education and is partially funded by fhe

With that understood, new technologies do have an integral role to

Korean

IVlinistry

of

Education.

Teachers

rn

NSW describe

fhe

play in supporting students studying Korean. 1he World Wide Web is

Consultant's role as crucialin supporting fhem to share inforruation,

full of Korean language websites, many with a youth focus and

develop and implement cunicuJum, undertake professional leaming,

aufhored by youth Students must be encouraged to engage with this

establish

material in and outside of formal classes. Students must utilise new

importantly, uffers a central point of contact for the profession about

technologies to access to Korean popular music, Korean fashion and

these matters. Teachers of Korean outside of NSW do not have easy

sports e-magazines and online games in Korean language. 1hese types

access to an equivalent level of support, and hence they feel isolated

of experiences will elevate student engagement. Likewise, the Web

from central decision making and from colleagues. \Alith respect to

gives teachers access to vast resources to develop new teaching and

their own developrnent they either have to take on the extra burden

learning activities. New technologies allow for easier arid tnore

of finding ways to improve then"elves, or let these matters simply gu

economical real-nnlc connections to people and institutions in Korea

unattended. TIleir situation needs urgent positive intervention.

exchange

programs

with

Korean

schools

and

most

fhat can provide the intercuJtural experiences students need to stay

Furthermore, a body or agency that pron1otes and advocates Korean

engaged with the learning experience. It is accepted that good teachers

language in the way that the Japan Foundation and the Confucius

and teaching is at the heart of good languages programs.

Institutes do for Japauese and Chinese respectively does not exist. This
effectively means there is no coordinated voice speaking on behalf and

6.5. Support Networks

representing the interests of Korean language. A strategy to achieve
both networking and advocacy functions needs to be established and

Like ,my profession, Korean teachers require access to networks that

implemented as a matter of priority if other reforms are to be

support their professional needs. Teacher networks usually operate

sustained.

both formally and informally to support professional learning arotmd
neW p:dagogies, resources and teacbing opportunities and to keep

I

I
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6.6. School Clusters

(1)

Provision of and participation in Korean

language programs

nationally is aJanningly low. 'TIle current status of Korean as Cl
smaIl candidature language, whilst at the same time a language of

'TIre school cluster approach in Gladstone, QLD demonstrates a very

a major priority to the Australian Government, provides policy

effective strategy for supporting Korean language over the longer tenn
and proves that increasing the number of l2 students in sush-linable

makers and practitioners with significant challenges.
(2)

Currently there are approximately 3,000 Korean heritage speakers

ways can be achieved. It points to a way forward for incremental and

nationally who are not studying Korean in their secondary years,

properly supported growth of the L2 cohort of students based around

mainly due to an absence of courses that are suitable for their

continuity between primary and secondary education language study

unique needs. To achieve the NALSSF target of increasing the

and whole school community commitment to the language. 1he QLD

number of Year 12 cOlnpletions by 2020, provision of suitable

Department of Education is considering forming two more clusters of

curriculum for the large untapped pool of Korean heritage speakers
is a priority.

this kind and the Northem Sydney Region in NSW is exploring the
feasibility of clustering schools in onc or possibly two suburbs in the

(3)

Mainstream Australian community awareness of Korea and the
profile of Korean language is very low, even in places where a

region. '[his seems to be a very promising prospect for improving the

relatively

large

Korean

community

has

been

formed

(e.g.

situation in the future. 'This research recommends expanding the

metropolitan Sydney). 'Dlis has serious implicatiofLs in terms of

'cluster' model to grow the number of schools offering Korean for the

building demand for Korean language in schools, particularly

12 cohort, both in states and territories where little or no Korean is

amongst U learners.

taught, as well as to sustain it in regions where it is currently offered.

(4)

In contrast to Japanese and lndonesian, at Year 12 level Korean is
overwhelrni..ngly undertaken by Ll learners with less than 5% of

students who are L2 learners.

7. A Sununary of Key Findings and Recommendations for
Olange

offer Korea..n through the International Baccalaureate program. Only

in other relevant studies (e.g. NALSAS Taskforce, 1998; FIebus CPPT,

issues and concerns for Korean. 111e key findings are smnmarised as
foHows:

There are a total of 49 schmls teaching Korean in Australia (2009),
all in the fastenl States and South Australia. Nine of these schools

VI/hUe the main findings highlight a range of common issues raised

the findings of this research marc precisely highlight a number of

that specifically target

implenlented.

(5)

2002a, 2002b; Shin, S-C and Baik, 2(XY2; Lee, 2003; Shin, S-c, 2(06),

Strat(~gies

increasing the 12 student cohort stmlying Korean nfc'€d to be

40 of the 49 schools teach Korean during norma! school hours.
(6)

Of schools teaching Korean, most are Covemnv..'nt schools (33 or
67.3%). Arnong government schools teaching Korean, 26 schools
(53% of the total 49 schools and 78.7% of the 33 govemment
schools) represent day schools offering Korean within normal school
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hours. Remaining schools are government-run special language
(7)

(8)

(9)

(12) Locally educated Korean herilage speakers who would benefit from

schools offering languages on Saturdays or after school hours_

development of their home language arc deterred from continuing

Ihe total number of students studying Korean is just over 4,000

by having to compete i.n class and examinations "With students who

students induding 318 Year 12 students, approximately 0.1% of all

have been raised and largely educated in Korean. Not surprisingly,

K-12 Australian schex)! students and all Year 12 students.

to do so means certain failure.
language

(13) 'Ihere is a shortage of quality teaching resources available to

emolJnents K-12 and approximately 2% of the NALSSP Year 12

support existing programs. Most resources used for the Korean

enrolments (2008). By way of comparison 01inese has 14.9% of

programs in primary and secondary schools are outdated, culturally

K-12 NAl.S5P enrolments, Indonesian 30.8% and Japanese 53.8%.

imppropriate or lacking in quality. Old black and white printed

In 2009, 100% of Year 12 stndents taking Korean in NSW, SA and

books are still being used as there are no better materials to replace

VIC (the Slates which offer it/have students taking it) are Korean

them 'Ihe main types of resources used are ones that were

L1 students. In past years, the LT cohort at Year 12 has

developed in the mid 1990s for particular ProjL"Cts or were

Korean

has

approximately

05%

of

total

NALSSF

oc'CI1

around 95%, with only a few heritage speaker students.

self-developed by teachers.

(10) Most students (78.4%) at junior sc'Condary level discontinue their

(14) In 2009, there are 69 teachers of Korean teaching Korean in primary

study of Korean at senior secondary level due to the absence of

and secondary schools across the country, the majority (83%) of

suitable courses, a lack of qualified, skilled teachers, no dear

whom are Korean native speaker teachers. Nationally, there is a

pathways for continuation of studies and approaches to curriculum

very. limited supply of non-native speaking teachers of Korean and

delivery that are not engaging and connecting with students'
interests.

pockets of oversupply of native speaking teachers (e.g. NSW).
(15) VVllile there are excellent exceptions, many teachers of Korean are

(11) Four groups of Korean lea111ETS in three categories at senior

not adequately educated for the work they do. Korean Ll teachers

At senior secondary level,

have litHe or no problem \-vith Korean language competence

'beginners' commence the study of Korean in Year 11 for the first

however, in areas such as interlultural understanding of the

secondary levels have been identified

time in the classroom setti.ng; 'Continuers'are students who cOlllinue
the

study

of

Korean

in

Year

11-12

from

junior

high or

Australian

educatJoJkJ.l

context,

pedagogical

praclices

and

the

development of their English competencies, they lack knowledge
and training. TIle language proficiency of 1.,2 teachers of Korean is

post-compulsory.
Korean L2 (beginners and contil1uers), Korean heritage speakers

largely at the beginner to Im've1' intennecliate level.

cohort

(16) 111c1'e are only occasional or short-term training opportunities· for

constitutes quite separate learner types and hence each needs its

teachers and even those progralnq are limited in their quantity and

()\vn curriculum and assessment framework. Nationaln.-"'Cognilion of

duration compared to desirable professional standards.

and

Korean

LJ

background

speakers.

Each

learning

each learni.ng groups is required as a precondition for development
of curriculum and assessment strudures.

(17) There are small scale associations operating amongst Korean 1,1
teachers around Sydney and M.elboume but there are

nO

nationvvide
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associations for teachers of Korean and the integration of 1,1 and U

consist of representatives from education systems, the tertiary sector,

teachers is virtually non-existent. Korean 1.2 teachers mosHy working

Australian and Korean government agencies andKorean language

in regional or country towns in particular have been largely

teachers. A key task of the Working Party will be to develop a

neglected in terms of collegial support, external support and

5-year strategic plan for provision of Korean language programs

networking opportunities.

and to provide high level program advice.

(18) 'Olere is no centralised organisation actively coordinating, initiating

(2)

'Ihe Working Party shouldoversee a project that leads advocacy and

and supporting development'> of Korean language education in

championing of Korean language programs nationally. There is a

Australia. There is little or no infrastructure established for a

strong argument that the absence of any national body or agency

national coordination and support network involving states and

coordinating advocacy for Korean has been detrimental to the

territories.

advancement of Korean programs(e.g. Shin, S-C, 2IJ06; Byon 2(08).
Presently there is little vision for Korean at the education system or
school

Korean language does not operate in a vacuum It is subject to the

levet

despite Korean being an Australian government

priority Asian language through initiatives such as NAl.SAS and the

same policy variables as all second languages taught in Australian

current NAlSSP. There is an urgent need for nationally coordinated

schools (see Lo Bianco 2009). 11,e intent of this researchhas been to

advocacy of Korean language.

show the current state of Korean language under existing policy, and

(3)

As part of its brief, the Working Party shouldoversee a project to

to identify the obstacles and possibilities facing the discipline now and

articulate the rationale(s) for the study of Korean language in

moving forward, particularly through the period of the NAI.5.SP

Australian schools. Ik'guiring in-depth study and modelling, the

strategy.

The following interrelated change recommendations are

project win be apre-requisite to the broader Korea awareness-raising

therefore based on two key underpinnings: a. The current NALSSP

activities urgently required to raise the profile of Korea and Korean

strategy presents

a

window of opportunity

to

language across mainstream Australia. 1ms research will need to

inlplenlent some

recognise the range of audiences whom the messages need to be

immediate change sb·ategies to support progress towards the NAL.SSP

tailored for, e.g. students, their parents, principals, career advisors

2020 target, and Korean language generally. b. That each change

and education system.s. Sharpening the rationale must encompass

strategy recommended requires Il,e commibnent and input of Federal
and

State

and

TelTitory

etlucation

systems

and

the

range

the economic, strategic and socio-eultural relevance of Korea to

of

Australia's future, as well as the intrinsic educational value of the

stakeholders with an interest in provision of effective Korean language

learning process.

programs.

(4)

State and Territory education jurisdictions need to take action to
support the large untapped pool of KorecUl heritage speakers to

(1)

As a first step, a Korean Language Working Party should be

complete Year 12. An immediaie doubling of current Year 12

established lvithin the next 6 months. 1heWorking Party should

enrolments from 350 to 700 is bothrealistic and feasible through

I
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support for this cohort. Achieving this will involve: a. Official

does impact on shldent outcomes and the teachers o,,"l/n sense of

recognition n.ational!y that there are four groups of Korean lramers

professional standing. The professional learning in proficiency must

in three categories at senior secondary level, all of lAlhom require

include on-shore and off-shore opportLmities to upgrade the U

separate curriculum and assessment frameworks. Korean Ll and I..2

cohorts'skill

students require a separate curriculum and aSSeSSH1ent strllcture.

development of teachers of Korean is now required to ensure that

likewise, there should also be a separate curriculum and as.<.Jessment

they are equipped to be 'the ultimate resting point of all language

structure for Korean heritage speakers and Korean Ll background

education plmming and policy work' (La Bianco 20D9). Professional

(native) speakers. b. 'TIle immediate development of new teaching

learning must ·indude a variety of short, long and continuing

and learning resources for all levels that maximise the PJssibUities

in~service

major

inveshnent

Ln

the

professional

courses in language proficiency, cultural understanding

and/or teaching methods offered locally and in Korea (e.g. I-year

report their frustration with the lack of quality resource materials.

in Korea, I-year graduate diplOlna course and

Any new materials development need to maximise the opportunities

training).
As a further support for program provision, a project should be

(7)

W(.'CK"

of in-country

of National Curriculum for 13I1guages.

established to en.sure Australian schools teaching Korean have a

At the same time the incremental growth of the L2 cohort remains

direct partnership \vith a school in Korea. On current program

a priority and requires a targeted and sufficiently resourc-ed

numbers this would. involve up to 50 partnerships. Given that some

strategy. Growth should be based on each state and territory

Australian schools teaching Korean alreadyhave Korean partners and

supporting one or more small clusters of schools (,lighthouse

the general demand from Korean schools to connect with Australian

schools') to teach Korean. Some of these clusters

(6)

A

offered through new technologies. Teachers of Korean frequently

presented by new technologies and' be consistent with the directions
(5)

ba<;e.

win

necessarily be

schools, this is achievable. Importa..l1tly, the project will also support

new, others building on current clusters (e.g. QLD, NSW). If well

AustrJ.li~m

supported; this growth can be both sustainable and a model for

Korean school. The project Vvill require collaboration from Au·.1 iJJ.ian

other small Glndicbture hmguages.

and Korean governments and education agendes.

schools commencing Korean programs to partner vvith a

A renewed comrnitment to suJficiently support the professional
leanling needs of the two different cohorts of Korean teachers: a.

L1 teachers are already highly skilled in Korean proficiency. 'They

8. Conclusion

require support to develop their teaching methodologies to better
suit Australian educational context. 111is is an area of Korean

Korean is a small candidature language with a tenuous foothold in

languJge teachers' professional lemning that has been insufficiently

Australian schools, and at the same time it is a unique language in

addressed. b. L2 teachers on the contrary are usually wen equipped

that ithas been designated as a priority language by the Australian

with methodology tlmt suits AU'3tralian school contexts however,

Government in its NALSAS iniliative and current NALSSP strategy.

their proficiency levels arE' at best

Imver~jHtelln('d.idle

level. 'Ihis

Much can be learnt

£1'0111

the unique status of the Korean language
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within the Altstralian context and beyond. When small candidatltfe

the

languages such as Korean are competing against large candidature or

requirements of both types of teachers (Korean native and non-Korean

Ollnese,

French)

the

specific

and

varied

professional

leaming

hackground

student numbers, the level of support required from national and

commitment

state/terrHor:y education systems is considerable and must be ongoing.

deparhnents. There must be sufficient and adequate teaching resources

fashiomble'languages

Japanese,

time,

for

'more

(e.g.,

same

Korea is lmdenepresented and the langnage undervalued in the

teachers)
is

need

required

to be catered for.
from

state

and

To achieve
federal

this,

educational

tailored for U and 12 learners of Korean to emure tbat the Korean

general Australian community, despite its significant relationship with

language programs

Australia and the government's wide recognition of Korean as a

expansible. Given tbe eXh-emely low level of public awareness about

priority langltage. Korea's status of economic and strategic significance

Korean throughout mainstremn AustTalian society! urgent work needs

for Australia has not been adeqltately translated into the educational

to be undertaken to articulate the benefits of leaming Korean. This

sector, and the profile of Korean language and studies in Australian

work requires jOint comnlihTlcnt from

schools (and universities) has never been matched with that of Korea's

inclLtding the Australian and Korean governments. The strategy should

strong relationship with Altstralia. The issue of profile needs to be

facilitate the development of a centralised org,misation that is capable

addressed.

of coordinating, supporting and nurturing Korean language programs

There are some excellent examples of support for the teaching of

have every chance of being sustainable or

a range of stakeholders

for schools. This will require considerable financial commitment from

Korean and exemplary practices of Korean language education. Despite

both federal and state govemments.

this, the number of schools offering Korean has been the same for the

These issues indicate that the future of Korean in schools will be at

past 10 years, with only about 40 schools across the country, and the

significant risk unless coordinated efforts are made to consider the

nmuber of students taking Korean is very srna11 (less than 1 % of

recornulendations and strategic adions offered in this paper.

NALSSP enrolments and only 4,000 students nationally), albeit with
S0111C

minor

increases

in

recent

years.

'The

evidence

for

this

investigation suggests that the growth and long-term sustainability of
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